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New Americans
Making It Work

Measured Growth

Geotech Leader GEOKON Expands
Devin Wilkie

W

hen J. Barrie Sellers received a call in 1974 from an old Sheffield University friend, Ivor
Hawkes, inviting him to come to New Hampshire from his job at Terrametrics in
Colorado, he jumped at the opportunity to co-found a new company for the manufacture
and sale of vibrating wire devices. Though the company the two men (along with a third,
mathematician David Wright) established on Parkhurst Street lasted only three years, Barrie’s
subsequent project, GEOKON, has survived and thrived, and is this year expanding its modest
Continued on page 10

Carline Roberge and her brother Aumenson

F

Cindy Heath

or the past 3 years, Carline Roberge and her husband Balvin
have been offering take-out Haitian and Jamaican specialty
foods and Haitian art next door to the former Hirsch’s
clothing store. Together, they own and operate Karibbean
Coffee Shop, sharing delicious authentic Caribbean dishes at
the shop and in season at the Lebanon Farmers’ Market. The
regularly changing menu takes you clear to the Caribbean with
oxtail, curry goat, pork griot (chunks of citrus marinated pork
shoulder with Scotch bonnet chiles), and Caribbean beverages
and side dishes.

Directors Tony Simmonds, Jack Taylor, Barrie Sellers (President Emeritus), Chuck Chamley, and Colin Judd
at the GEOKON groundbreaking ceremony, November 7, 2018.

Continued on page 24
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Meet Dot Plume, The Quilt Lady
Honoring Vets with Compassion
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Local Postal Customer

A

t the tender age of 77, Quail Hollow Senior Living Community resident Dorothy (Dot)
Plume has launched a mission of love and caring that nearly defies description with its
passion and dedication.
In recent years the entire country has been caught up in honoring military veterans and first
responders. As the song lyric
states: “A grateful nation turns
its eyes to you!” Dot Plume
not only got swept up in the
veteran’s tributes, but the
delightful lady contributed all
her talents and energy to make
sure veterans received a proper
and emotional thank you.
Dot is simply known as the
Quilt Lady by those veterans
she has honored. Dot is a
talented artist who handcrafts
quilts especially designed for
each person she honors.
Simply stated, each quilt is
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Editor’s Note:

The Lebanon Times is delivered to
your mailbox each quarter, no subscription or payment necessary. It’s
our privilege to bring you all the good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma Bank, makes this possible. We’re pleased to have their
continued support behind our community publication.

Mascoma Bank employees, anxious to serve hungry lunch goers in Lebanon

Summer Welcomes Mascoma Bank’s Annual Barbecues
ne of the most popular activities heralded in by the summer season is the
backyard barbecue. Flipping burgers and grilling dogs with a few of your
friends is a welcome summer scenario. Mascoma Bank took that popular
summer pastime, added a few hundred friends to the party, and turned the
summer barbecue into a much-awaited annual series of events.
“Our first barbecue was almost 20 years ago in Windsor,” explains Tom Hoyt,
Mascoma’s long time public relations and social media coordinator. Hoyt says
when the Windsor branch opened, it was decided to hold a barbecue on-site to
celebrate the event. The barbecue was a big hit, so the decision was made to
expand the event to other branches.
“It just snowballed from there,” says Hoyt, becoming the long running,
popular event occurring today.
In 2019, Mascoma Bank will hold 13 community barbecues, taking place
from Charlestown, NH in the south, to Lancaster, NH in the north, and from
New London to Woodstock. The season opens in Woodstock on June 7, and
the traditional finale is in the park behind the CCBA Rec Center, near the
downtown Lebanon branch office, on September 6. As always, each event takes
place on a Friday afternoon, except in Lyme, which is always an early evening
festivity, followed up by a performance from the Lyme Town Band.
“One of the great things about the barbecues is that it brings people together,”
says Hoyt. Bank personnel that may never encounter each other on a regular
workday, could be side-by-side, serving customers hot dogs and burgers at one of
the barbecues. Along the same lines, a longtime bank customer might have the
chance to sit at a table with a Mascoma VP, and have the opportunity to discuss
the future of interest or mortgage rates, in a casual setting.
Tom Hoyt finds that for some customers, the casual atmosphere of the
barbecues, “Makes us more approachable.”
Holding 13 community barbecues, at 13 different locations, over a
three-month period is quite an undertaking. Hoyt credits much of the success of
the annual events to Sue Beaulieu, who organizes the barbecue series each year.
Beaulieu provided some numbers for the events, giving a feel for what’s involved
with planning, and carrying out the parties. Each season, the barbecues serve
about 5,000 people total, she says. In 2018, that included grilling and serving
3,900 burgers, 2,350 hot dogs, 3,675 sausages, and 150 gallons of ice cream. Add
to that the hot dog and hamburger rolls, cheese, condiments, and bottles of water,
and you are talking a serious amount of food products.
Tom Hoyt noted that other than tent rentals at some locations, Mascoma
owns and transports all the equipment necessary for each event to the barbecue
site. Local food stores benefit from the fact that the meats grilled at each event
come from a local grocery in the various towns, he adds.
And no, it is not a requirement that one be a Mascoma Bank customer to
attend the barbecues, Hoyt says. Several years back, he recalls, during the
barbecue in Woodstock, a tour bus stopped, and the tourists on the bus got out
and enjoyed a lunch compliments of the bank. I’d call that not only spreading
goodwill in the community, but also nationwide. n
~ Frank Orlowski

O

New CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITES
Customize your box of local vegetables
Delivered weekly around the Upper Valley
May-December
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THE QUILT LADY – continued from page 1

considered a true work of art and she makes a point to touch the hearts of the
recipients with each masterpiece. How did this all come about?
“I was always interested in making quilts, but after awhile I really wanted to
do something with mine,” Dot explained. “I came up with the idea of making
quilts and giving them to veterans and first responders as my personal tribute. I
was especially struck by the plight of the Vietnam veterans who were treated so
badly when they
returned home.”
Once the Vietnam
War was finally over
and the military
members could come
home, they were
exposed to a hostile
environment by those
who bitterly opposed
the involvement in the
war by the United
States. That was a great
shock to the military
members and a sad one
to think they had come Quilt in honor of Sgt. Ronald F. Audette
back not only with
broken bones, but broken spirits, as well.
Dot has been doing her very best to make amends and the results have
unleashed a whole new wave of emotion. To date she has crafted some 50 quilts
that were distributed all over the United States to deserving recipients, each
quilt especially designed for that individual.
How does she accomplish this mission of thanks?
“Oh, I seek them out!” Dot exclaimed with a warm smile. “I will track them
down. If I see a veteran’s hat or license plate I will stop them and get their names
and history. I go over to the Veterans Hospital in White River Junction and get

“Sometimes you just need
someone there for you.”
With independent and assisted
living options, supported by a warm
and caring staff, Harvest Hill gives
residents an unrivaled sense of
community and peace of mind.
Find out today why our
residents LOVE Harvest Hill.
Call or email Peggy Cooper
at (603) 443-9575 or
cooperm@apdmh.org.
www.APDLifecare.org
Lebanon, New Hampshire
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as much information as I can. The reaction by the people is interesting. They
look at me and wonder just what I am doing at first!”
The results of her quest have returned countless, emotional benefits beyond
her wildest hopes.
“Once a veteran receives his or her quilt, they are almost entirely overcome
with gratitude and the tears start flowing. It is hard to explain what those
quilts mean to these vets. One prime example is the Vietnam vet, a nurse, who
requested to hold her
quilt when she passed
away. She was granted
that wish!”
Another remarkable
aspect of her dedicated
work is that although
t he
quilts
are
individually designed
and crafted for each
veteran, they are
considered valuable
collectors items. Dot
has borne the cost of
the entire project.
Quilt in honor of E5 Sgt. Lester G. Young, Jr.
“There is no way
you can establish a true
value of these quilts,” Dot stated. “What they mean to each person is priceless.
However, I have been told that they may have a retail value of between
$600-800. I have been buying the materials on my own, but recently have
received donations to help with the expense. My most recent project was
donating quilts to the Harley Davidson Dealership in Lebanon to raffle off to
benefit veteran’s groups.”
Stay alert, you veterans. Dot Plume will indeed track you down! You will be
grateful she did. n
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P U B L IS H E R ’S N OT E

T
Enter a world of brainteasers and challenges!

Can you unlock the puzzle and
become a Mindbender Master?

OPEN MAY 25 THROUGH LABOR DAY

WWW.MONTSHIRE.ORG \\ 802.649.2200

William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker
Big Green Real Estate
15 Buck Road
Hanover, NH 03755

Phone: 603-643-3942
Cell: 603-381-8603
www.biggreenre.com

Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor
officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College

he reason I wait until the last minute to write my Publisher’s Note is because
the perfect theme usually presents itself to me after going through the full
production and editing process. Ta da... Measured Growth! There it is in the
headline of Geokon’s cover story.
Let’s just think about this issue and the theme of measured growth and how it
applies. Lebanon’s own high-tech success story, Geokon, is expanding. However,
because they care about their employees’ well-being, the City’s well-being and the
impact their expansion may have on their ability to be the best in the world at what
they do, the expansion is happening with great care and attention to all domains.
Measured growth.
Measured growth, when done with heart and soul, can change the lives of all
involved. How about trying to make a new life for yourself in a new country and bring
the best from your past and incorporate the best from your present? That is what
Carline Roberge and her family and Sam Altaf (owner of Carpet King) are doing in
this new homeland. When people take care to learn and grow and include others in
that process, everyone benefits! Read about their story on the cover of this issue.
Dot Plume is another shining example of how, when done with intention
(measured), growth can send ripples out far and wide. Dot makes quilts for military
vets. Read about the impact her work has had on countless deserving recipients.
While every story in this issue reveals a level of measured growth, please see the
CityScapes section in the center spread (beginning on page 13) and marvel at the
wonderful ways your City is growing to make your lives easier, more efficient, more
earth-friendly and more interactive. It’s an exciting time to be here growing together
with just the right amount of checks and balances in place to keep it measured and
manageable.
Happy summer (still waiting for it…)!
~ Jen
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LE BAN O N SC H O O L D IS TR ICT C. A . R . E. S.

Lebanon School District Volunteer Program:
A Tapestry of Opportunity!

W

Robin Peña

hen discussing new strategies for each school
year, an immersive curriculum is something
that Lebanon School District always has in
mind. Each year, this district is soaring to new heights
with a “tapestry of opportunity” from community
members, small business owners, professionals,

parents, and volunteers!
Even local college
students are helping
take part in the
education of our
younger generation.
The Volunteer program
is something that
Lebanon
School
District, spearheaded by
Dianne Estes, Director
of
School
and
Community Relations,
has curated over many
years. This year, the
volume of volunteers is
practically overflowing!
Having volunteers in the schools has proven to help
students, their families, and staff members to develop
and improve over each school year. Dianne has seen
a change in the atmosphere at each school and an
overwhelming sense of joy within the students every
time they work with a local volunteer.
The Lebanon School District has four schools
across the Lebanon area. Two of them are elementary,
and there is also a middle school and high school.
Most of the volunteers who come into the system
gravitate to the elementary level, which is one of the
most critical levels to the educational system.
Dartmouth, Upper Valley Music Center, Hartford’s
Extended Learning Program, Okinawan Karate
Academy, and Hypertherm are just some of many
community businesses and organizations that are
volunteering their resources to mentor young students.

Within the Volunteer Program, there are a variety
of activities that take place. In the Lebanon High
School, there are 32 coaches within the sports
program, over half of them as volunteers! In the
Lebanon Middle School, there is a volunteer PTO
made up of parents and teachers, alike, who arrange
field trips and extracurricular events. However, this
program shines monumentally within Mount
Lebanon School and Hanover Street School, the
elementary level schools in Lebanon. Dianne states
that everyone brings an “extra something” with
them when they come to volunteer. Without the
vast array of professionals and community members
that volunteer their resources, the district would not
be able to offer nearly as many opportunities for their
students. These volunteers offer extra musical
enrichment, sports team coaching, healthy snacks,
tutoring, reading help, and even very specific

opportunities to learn about cooking, finance or
wildlife! Like, Christina, a longtime volunteer who
recently did a “seminar” for elementary students on
birds and wildlife in the Lebanon area.
Dianne states that the only downside to this
program is possibly not having enough opportunities
for the number of volunteers available. However,
through an application process and proper screening,
they can differentiate different types of volunteers:
those who can help with general activities, and those
who are designated to certain programs with
students. Pat Davidson, also known as a “classroom
angel,” volunteers her creative mind and constructive
hands to students from inside her home, by assembling
tools and visual elements that can be used to enhance
the teacher’s curriculum. Recently, Pat met her 4th
graders for the first time, which was an overwhelmingly

heartwarming experience for both the students, Pat,
and the school staff. Brianna, is a young adult who
frequents Mount Lebanon School’s Library. She
completes small tasks, sets up bulletin boards and
assists students who are checking out books! Brianna
states, “I recently moved here and just wanted
something to do. I like doing something useful and
being a part of a community, which I’ve found as a
volunteer here at Mount Lebanon School.”
What is most profound are the memories and
knowledge that both students and staff can take with
them after school and beyond. Lebanon School
District is blessed with a wealth of helping hands,
and it has made by far the deepest impact on the
community. Ezra, second grader from Mount
Lebanon School states, “It makes my school day
better by giving me something to look forward to
with something new to learn.” Marjie Bish, 4th
Grade, Mount Lebanon
School Teacher shares,
“I have volunteers that
come in weekly for
ma the m a tic s
and
reading. It gives my
classroom another level
of support and they
bring with them positive
and fresh energy.
Volunteers really add to
helping to create a sense
of community.”
They say, ‘it takes a
village’ – and the
volunteers for the
Lebanon School District

provide a shining example of that concept. There are
so many people of all ages and backgrounds out there
willing to give back, volunteer their services and
support the educational future of our youth. I don’t
know about you, but this is just another reason of
many, to be proud of our Lebanon community! n

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –
is committed to providing a challenging,
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.
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Sharing Life Experiences is Rewarding

M

Dave Nelson

y passion for journalism and photography has carried me down a long,
winding road filled with adventures (and misadventures) that I will
cherish forever. As much as they mean to me it’s always so delightful
to share them.
Once again, thanks to Kimball Union faculty member, Darrell Beaupré, I
was offered the opportunity to share precious moments from my career when
he invited me to speak to two of his classes. Darrell explains the concept:
“One course is titled Baseball in Literature and Film. I started it as a senior
elective about five years ago. I also had Mr. Nelson attend my Voices from New
England class which deals with local writers and speakers. I usually teach both
classes each spring.”
Having been a sports writer, sports editor and photographer, the baseball
class was a natural. In addition, I was offered an opportunity to expound on the
later part of my career involving feature stories about unique individuals in the
region for Greater Good Media and other publications.
There was an obvious generational gap to be overcome, but that quickly
disappeared! Here I was face-to-face with the ‘new millennials’ and it was a
delightful experience. Basically, the visit once again reinforced my faith in this
generation of students. I came away convinced our future has been placed in
good hands. The questions they asked were well thought out and at times had
me pausing to formulate a good answer. Overall, it made me wish I could go
back in time and join them!
I wanted to extend a huge thank you to Darrell and Kimball Union
Academy. Here are two student essays...

Kyle Penney
David Nelson: Born a Journalist
David Nelson, from the beginning,
found passion in his life through
sports writing and photographing.
After speaking with the writer
himself, I learned that it was not just
given to him, but that he had to work
hard to earn himself a respected spot
in the sports journalism and media
world. This was easy for Nelson,
however, as he told of how sports
journalism never seemed simply like a
job to him because of how much he
enjoyed his time at it.
Not everything about a job can be
perfect – even if you do love it – we
Kyle Penny
learned as Nelson described a few of
the challenges that come along with
sports journalism. In particular, he told our class a story about how he did a
column that referred to field hockey as a “boring sport.” His own daughter in
law, a field hockey player, was incensed at the article and demanded he learn
how difficult field hockey really is. Nelson recalls that she brought him out on

a field, gave him a field hockey stick and ball, and tried to teach him the sport.
In the field of journalism and media, some opinions and questions asked will
always offend some others, and Nelson understands that; however, he also
understands that interviews go by much easier when a connection is made
with the person being interviewed. Nelson described a time in which he made
a connection with Hall of Fame baseball player, Ted Williams, about fishing
before he got to asking sports related questions. Nelson explained how these

Dave Nelson

famous athletes are regular people with regular people feelings, and how easy
interviewing is after making that personal connection.
Today, Nelson does freelance articles for a local paper in which he is able to
write about whatever he wishes. After a long career in sports writing and
photography, Nelson enjoys his time being able to write about what he pleases,
and his hard work from when he was younger has earned him this opportunity
to finish his career with a happy ending.     

Scout Beaupré
“I’m old school. I don’t believe in making up stories. I believe in telling real
stories” says retired sports reporter, Mr. David Nelson, seated at the far end of
the Harkness table. Dressed in a Kimball Union baseball cap, Nelson speaks of
his diverse experiences within the sports journalism world. Having been a
professional in the industry, he recounts numerous interactions, dilemmas, and
highlights of his career ranging from ethical decisions of whether or not to run
the intriguing yet forbidden story that was captured “off the record,” to harsh
realities of the job and victorious triumphs captured on his Canon camera.
While he no longer works for a large company, but rather is a freelance
journalist for Greater Good Media, with the freedom of picking and choosing
his stories, he reveals his inside perception of the current media status. He
speaks to the idea of “sensationalism” seen in today’s media as littered with
tabloids and propaganda. He notes the somewhat ethically-declining

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –
is committed to providing a challenging,
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.
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progression of the industry, as the
majority of today’s reporters are “looking
for out-of-character comments” rather
than focusing on telling the story as a
whole. He continues by saying “everybody
has their own approach” and “some do all
they can to get the story” because that is
their job after all, but Nelson sees modern
media as a platform for distorted stories
and unfair exploitation.
After telling of numerous encounters
with
celebrities and professional athletes
Scout Beaupré
such as Paul Newman, Ted Williams,
Aerosmith lead singer Steven Tyler, and the famous recluse, J.D. Salinger,
Nelson goes on to say that, with experience, eventually “you get over the fact
that they’re celebrities and realize they’re just people, just like you and me.”
He is thankful for the places the job has taken him. As an avid Red Sox fan,
one of his favorites has been his trip inside the locker room at Fenway Park
where he got to sit down and have a beer with Carl Yastrzemski.
While addressing a classroom of high school seniors in their last trimester,
about to embark on their own life journeys, he says “work transcends age if it’s
what you love.” He continues to say “journalism to me was not a job” but
merely a passion he was paid to pursue. His love for photography, sports, and
meeting new people has brought him all across the globe, but he says one of
his most notable interviews took place in rural Cornish, New Hampshire when
he was fortunate enough to meet the world-renowned author, J.D. Salinger.
Nelson says how he “would’ve loved to sit down with Mr. Salinger and ask how
he came up with his stories” such as Catcher in the Rye, but Salinger was a
guarded man, and the conversation was both informal and off the record. This
impromptu conversation speaks to the underlying meaning of journalism: to
broaden one’s perspective of the world through meeting others. Yes, the story
and the headline are important, but the deeper truth is that we are all human
and all going about life together. n
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Where Musical Theatre Sings!

Cowgirls
and Cobbler

SUMMERFEST 2019
June 23 – August 10
JUNE
23
The Center at Eastman
Grantham, NH

JULY
12, 13, 14
Blow-Me-Down Farm
Cornish, NH

JULY
26, 27, 28
Blow-Me-Down Farm
Cornish, NH

AUGUST
4, 6, 8, 10
Lebanon Opera House
Lebanon, NH

Tickets start at $25 • www.operanorth.org
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Amphibian Migration: A Lebanon Adventure

W

Suzanne Church

hen the first rains come each Spring, snowpack has melted, and
temperatures climb to 40 degrees, amphibians come out of their
underground burrows and journey to a wetland to breed. They travel
after dark to stay hidden from predators, and migrate in rain so their skin stays
moist. This migration event is known as Big Night. Today many frogs and
salamanders inevitably have to cross roads to reach their wetlands, and Big
Night volunteers help them to cross safely.
This Spring we had the good fortune of Big Night happening during April
vacation. Soon after sundown, four adults and four kids put on reflective vests
and packed into a car with a couple of “Amphibians Crossing” signs to monitor
two hot spots in town.
*****
We head to Heater Road
in Lebanon, and see our first
siting – a Spring Peeper
winging off the side of the
road as we near Hypertherm.
It has so much forward
momentum that it’s body arcs
in the air, and it looks like it
might do a flip. It made it!
Big Night is on! We park the
car and get out on foot,
making out the forms of frogs,
some leaping, some sitting
still, while taking care not to
step on any as we walk.
When we spot something, we
scan for cars and carefully
pick up the creature by the
middle of its body, carry it
across the road, take a
picture, gently release it on
the ground facing the way it’s
Above: Holding a frog. Right: Getting ready.
going, and record the species.
We see a number of Wood
Frogs, some with middles bulging with egg masses. We come upon a single
American Toad and a Green Frog, straight out of Frog & Toad Are Friends. We
discover that the whitish imprints on the road are squashed Spring Peepers, and
there are a lot of them – tiny impressionistic ghosts over the asphalt. We gently
move an injured Wood Frog to the grass and cover him loosely with a large leaf.
The frog immediately shimmies out from under the leaf using its front body,

poking its head out into the aura of flashlights, and seems to stare at us. We wish
it peace, turn back to the road to help others. We see cars pass over frogs that
escape the wheels but are limp and still when we pick them up. It seems even
the cars that miss the frogs are doing them no good in their navigation; car
exhaust doesn’t help, not to mention headlights, noise, and the windy motion
of a car passing closely by.
We frequently call the kids back from the road – it’s somewhat nervewracking to look for frogs, check for cars, retrieve critters, record data, while
constantly watching out for the kids with regards to the cars. The kids are
thrilled when they spot a frog and carry it to safety.
We finish up at this site and head to LaBombard Road. The first sign of traffic
is a bus lumbering toward us – not promising – the bus station is down the road.
Inching forward in the car, using headlight beams to spot the frogs, we cross over
a dozen or so Wood Frogs and Spring Peepers, and see many tiny prints of dead
Peepers. We see no salamanders, but eventually they’ll come out with warming
spring temperatures. We cross the last frog and are drawn by clucking sounds to
a road-side pool studded with Wood Frogs. They hold their heads above the
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water as they languidly float.
Under the water’s surface we
spot a single, moon-white
cluster of eggs.
The day after our Big
Night there is heavy rain and
all traces of the frogs’ ghostly
imprints are washed away.
The magic and mystery of
these creatures who are all
around us in their woodland
patches and pools is checked
by the light of day. These
crossings and wetlands might
abut busy roads, a field of
parked cars that was, a few
years ago, where kids played
soccer, a bus terminal and
hotel lot – like this one. The
pool where the Wood Frogs gathered runs in a fringe along the road and travels
in a perpendicular stream branch toward a commercial area. The pool is
churned up with milk-chocolate colored mud, and speckled with trash – a
styrofoam cup, silver can, cigarette butt. In all directions from this stream, so
enlivened last night, are roads and commerce, fringed with leftover wetlands.
What happens to resident wildlife when a wetland is displaced? Where is
the balance point for preserving natural tracts so that marginalized species can
exist? Are wetlands contaminated with industrial runoff, trash, pesticides?
What is happening in the food chain? An American Toad eats up to 10,000
insects a year, yet with pesticides in our landscapes and loss of habitat, insect
populations are in decline. With diminishing insect populations, with
automobile culture and its infrastructure, and development’s march, the frogs
are up against huge challenges.
Night changes to day, the ephemeral spectacle has folded up and dissolved
like a magic show, and you’re left thinking about the frogs. Witnessing and
holding these creatures opened our eyes to this largely unseen stratum of ecology,
and has us thinking about their place in the world, their deserving of respect –
each frog floating in its fragile habitat beside its globe of eggs.
*****
Why participate in a Big Night?
• Help frogs and salamanders cross the roads and stay safe.
• Help gather local amphibian data and map local wetland resources and
crossing hot spots.
• Enjoy hands-on, in-the-field environmental education with kids.
• Learn more about amphibians and interconnected ecology.
• Getting out on Big Night is potentially a magical, eye-opening and saddening,
impressionable and memorable experience. Having hands-on experiences
and sharing our stories will help cultivate long-term awareness and caring for
these species.
Is Big Night fun for kids?
Big Night is a blast for kids. However, it’s not recommended for young
children, and a 1:1 adult-to-child ratio is advised, and all participants must wear
a reflective vest. Safety should never be risked trying to save a creature. n

VALLEY VISION EYECARE
• Routine Eye Exams
• Diabetic Exams
• Bifocal Contact Lenses
• Dry Eye
• Glaucoma
• Trauma Management
• Cataract and Lasik Consultations
• New, More Accurate
Computerized Refraction System

Related books for kids (and adults):
Frog and Toad Are Friends by Arnold Lobel. This classic children’s book series tells
about the adventures of a frog and toad and their hilarious dynamics.
A Trip to the Pond by Melita Hofmann. An evocatively illustrated vintage book
about pond life. Check at your library; used copies are available online.
Big Night for Salamanders by Sarah Marwil Lamstein. An illustrated account of Big
Night for younger children.
More Resources:
• The Harris Center for Conservation Education; www.harriscenter.org; this nonprofit
in the Monadnock region has an abundance of Big Night resources and information.
• Lebanon Hot Spot mapping; The Lebanon Conservation Commission is developing
an interactive map for identifying amphibian crossing hot spots. For more information,
email Mark.Goodwin@lebanonnh.gov.
• Lebanon Amphibian Crossing Project; This public folder contains a Lebanon hot
spot map, ID and data sheets, and a crossing sign for downloading. Visitors can view
photos and data from the Big Night described here, and a longer version of this article:
www.bit.ly/2ZV7ZCE.

Dr. Andrew Jones

Dr. Sheila Hastie

Schedule online!
Immediate appointments available
MON-FRI 8:30a-5:30p
Until 6:30p on WED

www.valleyvisioneyes.com
165 Mechanic Street
Lebanon NH
603-678-8185
VV0926
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GEOKON – continued from page 1

footprint on Spencer Street with a new office
complex currently being constructed across the road
from their current location. Given GEOKON’s
reputation as a great company to work for, buy from,
and live near, this is undoubtedly good news for
Lebanon and the Upper Valley as a whole.
Even if you’ve lived in Lebanon as long as
GEOKON has been here, there’s a chance you don’t
know about the company. Of course, if you read the
article that appeared in these pages a year ago, you
know that it’s a world leader in vibrating wire
technology – it’s exactly what it sounds like, and it
can be used to measure force, pressure, temperature,
and so on with a high degree of accuracy and
stability – with international renown. You also know
about the new construction, and you met Director
Chuck Chamley, who shared his excitement for the
project along with some statistics, including the low
employee turnover rate the company enjoys, with
more than a third of their 110-plus employees
celebrating 15 years or more of service.
Unsurprisingly, Chuck is still at GEOKON, and he’s
still excited about the company and its faithful
employees. Sitting in a conference room whose large
window provides a clear view of the new
construction, Chuck shares this optimism with
fellow Director Colin Judd and Manager of Sales
and Marketing – Clayton Gould. “After so many
years,” Chuck muses, “you just sit back and ask
yourself, how can you improve? We realized when
we asked this that we were running out of space.”
The company, which in 1986 outgrew its Central
Avenue location in West Lebanon and moved to its
current address, has expanded its premises five
times in the last 33 years. The latest addition – the
two-story “L” that comprises a decent chunk of its
current footprint – has been in place for a decade
now and is filling up. GEOKON’s team began
looking for other property to purchase, noticing
what they and many other locals likely already
know: land in the Upper Valley is expensive. They
didn’t want to leave the area, though, because
there’s a reason for that price tag: it’s a great place to
live and work. The aforementioned long-term
employees are mostly concentrated in the area

GEOKON employee group photo

Craig Lavalla (Welder)

(though a few drive as much as an hour for the
opportunity to work at GEOKON), and many have
families here – some even work with them at the
company! City Councilor and Mayor-at-the-time
Suzanne Prentiss met with GEOKON to offer
another proposal, and before long they were
purchasing the property adjacent to the current

building , which had once been the site of the city’s
Department of Public Works.
The new property acquisition is a boon for both
GEOKON and Lebanon. “In the Master Plan,
Spencer Street is highlighted as an area for growth,”
says Colin. “We want to be a part of that.” In
addition to showing that a high-tech company can
survive within the city limits – and especially so
close to the center of downtown Lebanon – Colin
sees this expansion as an opportunity to confirm
GEOKON’s stance as good stewards of the
community, and also of the environment: the new
building will be covered in solar panels. “At this
point, it’s a no-brainer,” he muses.
Clayton agrees: “We’re excited to serve as an
anchor for the revitalization of Spencer Street.” The
building will adhere to the company’s new look:
bright, sustainable, modern, minimalist. It will house
a training center, too – not just for employees and
partners, but for local school groups. GEOKON
provides something of a “vibrating wire 101,”
complete with information on the education and
experience needed to work for them, and how to get
it. They also hope to host the Chamber of Commerce
for their successful Business After Hours series.
Perhaps one of the greatest assets GEOKON has
is its employee-centric environment. Clayton
interviewed employees throughout the company in
preparation for the recent rebranding project , asking

SMILE!

We asked
our patients...
What Makes
You Smile?
What Makes You Smile? (L-R) Ted Cooley: “A sunny day, my dogs, and of course the Mrs.!” • Muirin, age 9: “Pizza!” – Courtney:
“When my children are smiling, obedient, and germ-free!” – Tor, age 7: “Mr. Thirsty!” • Julie Bardales: “My children, family, job and friends.”

The Lebanon Times

them what GEOKON meant to them and what
they hoped to see. “It’s not just a handful of us in
the room deciding what to do,” he says. “We rely
heavily on collaborative decision making.” Per
Barrie’s wishes, there are no time clocks: the
company relies on the honor system, and the
tradition of honest New England work ethic, to
ensure work gets completed. “Our advantage is
our culture, our people, their dedication to the
customers. If we don’t have the people, we don’t
have this. We’re growing, but we still try to bring
in people who share the same values we have.”
In keeping with these values, GEOKON
provides its employees with paid time to venture
outside its campus and engage in community
service work. From volunteering at the humane
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Jack Taylor (Director), Adam Webster (Quality Assurance
Manager) and Tommy Bauch (Manufacturing Process Engineer)
in support of the CHaD Hero

in their aspirations for the future of the company
they believe in. Sales, marketing, and a few other
departments will move over to the new building,
but the lunch room will stay in the current
building, to reinforce the cohesiveness of
GEOKON as a single, unified community. As
phase two of the expansion, the existing building
will be renovated and the current lot in front of
the building will be turned into a green space.
And they’re eying other underused parcels nearby
for their next expansion.
“Ultimately, sensor tech is very low tech,”
says Colin. “The changes are on the tech
around the vibrating wire.” This is why
GEOKON forms partnerships with other
high-tech companies for some of its work,

A rendering of GEOKON’s new building

Coreen Macie (Assembler, Electronics)

societies to Dartmouth-Hitchcock’s annual CHaD
HERO event to the Prouty, employees are taking
advantage of this program to support initiatives that
matter to them. “It’s a chance for employees to give
back,” says Chuck, “but it also puts GEOKON on
the radar. It’s a form of recruitment.” It also serves
as a catalyst for employees who may not otherwise
be considering volunteer work to explore options.
There’s no defined list, either: employees are free to
seek out their own charities, or to solicit ideas from
colleagues, or to build volunteer teams – for races,
golf tournaments, even building birdhouses!
What’s next for GEOKON? “We plan to be in the
new building by November,” says Clayton – or maybe
it’s Chuck, or Colin: at this point the three are united

allowing it to focus on what it does best: providing
quality sensors. “Even when they have their own
system, customers will still go out of their way to
find a GEOKON sensor.” The sensors are reliable,
but so are the people. When a failure happens (it’s
rare, but it happens with every type of tech),
GEOKON’s team don’t argue. “We fix it.
Sometimes the customer is 4 hours from their site,
and if they need a part in hand, we send it. The
customer is what’s most important.”
“The environment is changing,” adds Chuck.
“There are more competitors getting more sophisticated. We need to change too, but not lose the
culture of who we are. The people are proud to work
here and proud of the work they do.” n

Jon LaFlam (Mechanical Designer) helping build a children’s play structure on the Lebanon Green with Lebanon
Recreation and Parks

LIGHTNING SOCCER CLUB
2019 HALF-DAY

STREET SOCCER CAMPS
BOYS & GIRLS, AGES 6-14

June 24 – 27 Norwich, VT
July 15 – 18 Thetford, VT
July 22 – 25 West Lebanon, NH
July 29 – Aug 1 Woodstock, VT
Aug 5 – 8 White River Junction, VT
Aug 12 – 15 Norwich, VT
FOR MORE INFORMATION & REGISTRATION

802-649-7096 | www.uvlightning.org
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A R O U N D TOWN
You Can Help Adults With Developmental Disabilities
isions for Creative Housing Solutions provides residential options,
services, and support designed to meet the needs of adults with
developmental disabilities and similar disabling conditions. They
are dedicated to fostering growth and independence through vocational,
Monday,
March 5, 6-8pm
social, and recreational
opportunities.
They proactively address an orderly transition of care for these adults
Mount Lebanon School
from their aging parents to a stable, reliable, and caring environment.
Multipurpose
Room that are conducive to
They provide each individual
with surroundings
long-term friendships and a sense of wellbeing and self-worth.
Visions created a task force in spring of 2017 and worked to find an
ideal location for the new site in downtown Lebanon to support ten
individuals with special needs. The ideal location would be a multifamily
or apartment unit that could be renovated to accommodate between 8-12
individuals with varying degrees of need, and allow overnight support for
the residents. Visions currently has a wait list of 15 individuals needing
support in the Lebanon area.
Mentors will provide individual, community, and employment support
as needed. Clinical oversight will be provided allowing medication and
emergency training to staff. Transportation will be provided to individuals
to get to work as well as supporting the residents with social and
recreational opportunities. A house manager will be stationed onsite to
oversee the residents’ programs, support and staff, as well as other offices
and administrative support personnel.
Our Capital Campaign, Visions 2020, is in full swing. Our goal is to
raise $750,000 for the renovations needed for 12 Green Street. This does
not include the purchase price of $407,000 which we will utilize a grant
for funding. If you would like to donate or assist this project, please
contact Sylvia Dow, Executive Director, email vfchsorg@gmail.com. Also,
please visit our website www.visionsnh.org where you can also donate,
and find us on Facebook. n

V
Business:
MS Excel Basic: 9am-12pm, May 20-21
MS Excel Intermediate: 5-8pm, June 17-18
MS Excel Advanced: 5-8pm, June 24-25
Early Childhood:
Picture Books for Grandparents: 3pm, July 12
Picture Books Promote Math: 6pm, June 26
Nursery Rhymes & Folktales: 6-8pm, July 16

Look for this label
and SAVE!

Community Information Night

Shopping on a
budget?
Try our Field Day items for
everyday low prices.

Hanover, Lebanon, and White River Junction

|

www.coopfoodstore.coop

CityScapes
Serving

the Good People of

Lebanon

Serving the City of Lebanon, N.H.

Summer 2019

New City Finance Director

G

reg Colby was hired recently as the City’s Finance
Director and City Treasurer. He comes to us with
more than 30 years of municipal experience
having been an auditor for approximately 27 years, and
then as a municipal consultant assisting various
communities in a variety of different capacities. Most
recently he was the Finance Director/Assistant Town Manager for the
Town of Plaistow, New Hampshire.
Greg lives in Bow with his wife and family. He enjoys the outdoors
and working around the house, restoration projects and maple sugaring
in the spring. n

Greg Colby

Citizen’s Academy
was one of the
“hot spots” to be
this past winter!
Read more on page 16

City Manager’s First-Quarter Review

I

t’s finally spring in the City of Lebanon. For City Manager Shaun
Mulholland, that means first quarter review. As he does so, it’s with
an eye towards the future, as well.
The number one priority is to improve the conditions of the
highways and byways after a particularity harsh winter.
“Rough roads always appear in the month of March, but this year
was particularly bad and we received a lot of feedback from residents.”
Shaun is quick to point out that an action plan is already being put
together to address the critical situation that exists in some locations.
“We are putting together a fixed management system that will establish
Shaun Mulholland
a 10-year highway plan. It is a big initiative on our part and appears very
complex in nature, but it will feature the latest in computer technology. We have contracted with
the Bee Hive Company for an updated computer software package that will streamline the process.
However, residents have to remember that there are budget constraints to consider.”
The City Manager is quick to point out that the new technology will offer many benefits for
Lebanon citizens.
“On this plan we will be able to scan all the streets in Lebanon and enter the data into the
system and then go online and track citizens’ inquiries about their road conditions. Also,
members of our Highway Department will be equipped with portable computers to scan streets
and roads and enter that information in real time, readily accessible on our website.”
More information about this project will be made and Shaun urges residents to stay tuned.
He also noted that during the first quarter, the City has addressed replacing selected streetlights
with LED lighting. Shaun encourages residents’ input on this project, as well. He also reports
that the City of Lebanon is working on a plan to embrace digital technology by being 95%
paperless by the end of 2020. n

City Council’s Karen Liot Hill

K

aren Liot Hill, born in France and
raised in Long Island, came to New
Hampshire originally, to study at
Dartmouth College. Many opportunities
and college degrees later, she is
celebrating her 15th year as a member of
The City Council in Lebanon. Karen is a
walking-talking multitasker with a deeply
rooted passion for civic duty and
community awareness. When Karen is
not sitting as a City Council Member, she is also a Paralegal, an
“Afternoon DJ on the river” for 93.9, a Mom of 2, a Business
Owner of “The Lebanon Diner,” and The Grafton County
Treasurer. It is no doubt that Karen has a lot on her plate, but,
her main course is taking action for the City of Lebanon!
Though she has not always lived in New Hampshire, Karen
is no stranger to community activism. As a child, her
grandparents were extremely involved in the community of
Geneseo, New York. She states, “anytime we walked down the
street, everyone knew my grandfather.” It has always been an
important value in her family to be committed to the community
you live in. She also had the opportunity to work on the
presidential campaign for Howard Dean in 2004, which further
elevated her passion for community work. Her deep appreciation
for The City of Lebanon truly began after her first daughter was
born. Becoming a mother served as a “reality check,” which
reminded her that it is important make the world a better place
for not only her growing family, but for everyone in the
community. Little did she know, that fifteen years later she
would be leading the charge for some of our most important
policies and regulations.
One of her first projects as a city council member was to
improve energy efficiency and explore sustainable energy
options. As Lebanon community members know, we have a
landfill. Which to some, is not only an eye sore and a smelly
wakeup call but it also causes concern for increasing rates of
methane gas contributing to climate change. However, behind
the scenes The City Council is working to convert such a
negative resource into sustainable energy. Now, after 15 years of
active community work she can finally watch The City of
Lebanon flourish and put into place some of our most important
policies yet!
During her initial election, she recalls mourning the loss of
her grandmother and the harsh blizzard she had to stand in the
middle of. But, despite all of that, she knew that carrying on her
family legacy and being an active member of the community
was something her grandparents would be so proud of. Karen
feels, “Wherever you live, it is your duty to be involved with the
community and to work towards making it a better place.” She
has learned that it is easy to be engulfed in what has happened
or will happen, but it is important to move forward and try to
think positively if you want to make change. Karen is a great
example of what we can all do, to be a positive force and an
active member in the City of Lebanon! n
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Staff Highlight
Sandi Allard
City Clerk for the
City of Lebanon
In the 1600s, the City
Clerk was often called
upon for their memory,
but thankfully, things
have changed. Sandi
oversees motor vehicle registrations, vital records,
dog licenses, city council boards and committees,
public services, elections and so much more!
Essentially, she is a resource to the community
and a helping hand all over the City of Lebanon.
What’s your favorite hangout spot in Lebanon?
I lived in Lebanon for 25 years, but have found my
favorite spot is at my house, on the lake!
What fictional place would you like to visit?
Because of the nature of my job, I am a realist
and don’t have much time to spend in the fictional
world, but I would live in South Carolina if I could.
What skill would you like to master?
I would like to learn sign language.
What would be your first question after
waking up from a 100-year sleep?
Where’s my family?
What’s your ideal way to spend a weekend in
Lebanon?
On our boat, hosting dinner and brunch cruises.
If you could only eat at one restaurant for the
rest of your life, which would you choose?
Muse in Charleston, South Carolina
What’s the best way to start the day?
To smile and greet a random stranger every day!
What are you looking forward to this summer?
Boating, camping, being on the lake with my family
What charity or organization do you donate
your time or other resources to regularly?
I mostly support my friends and family with
charities they are invested in.
What would a world populated by clones of
you be like?
Very organized and nice
What was cool when you were young, not now?
Leg warmers
What is your motto in life?
Always be nice to people; you never know what
might be going on in their life.
If I gave you $1000, what would you buy?
Gifts for my phenomenal staff

Summer Construction Projects

importance of communication with businesses and
residents about construction plans. “We mail
oordinating municipal construction projects
notices directly to households, hold regular
in Lebanon requires a lot of teamwork and
meetings with residents and businesses to share
communication to keep costs within budget
plans and updates, and a team of people go door to
and complete the work in a timely manner with the
door with information in neighborhoods where
least possible impact on residents. Fortunately there
construction is taking place to be
is an excellent team at work in the
sure everyone is as informed as
City to keep projects on track with
possible.”
these goals. Key players in working
Several projects are required to
out the construction logistics and
comply with an Environmental
developing citizen communication
Protection Agency order to separate
are new Public Works Director Jim
storm water from wastewater. These
Donison, City Engineer Christina
projects, known as CSO #11 and
Hall, and Deputy City Manager
#12, will be completed by 2020,
Paula Maville.
with related paving and sidewalk
What’s more, if you haven’t
improvements to follow. Here’s is a
read through the City’s comprepartial list of what’s happening this
hensive work plan known as
summer in a neighborhood near
Jim Donison, City of Lebanon
Lebanon Outcomes, it’s worth a look
you. Please note that timeframes
Public Works Director
and can be found on the City’s
are accurate with information
website in the City Manager’s section. The work that’s currently available and are subject to change
plan contains broad goals and specific strategies for based on finalized funding, design, and
achieving them, and construction activities align construction schedules.
with this plan. Lebanon Outcomes outlines five areas
of focus: Excellent Planning, Economic Vitality, State Projects
• I-89 NH-VT Connecticut River Bridge
Sufficiency and Resiliency, Fiscal Responsibility,
(2020-2024; lane shifting)
and Public Safety.
•
I-89 Exit 19 (2019-2022; lane shifting with
So what can residents and visitors expect in the
3-week
northbound off-ramp, and 1-week
way of road and infrastructure improvements for the
northbound on-ramp closed at some point
summer of 2019 and beyond? A diverse array of
during summer 2020)
bridge improvements, storm water separation
• Mascoma Street bridge over I-89 (March-August
projects, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, and
2020; complete closure)
speed tables to name a few.
• Route 10 Box Culvert Replacement (2019;
Deputy City Manager Paula Maville is preparing
one-way alternating traffic)
a comprehensive transportation management plan
and related maps to keep the public informed as the City Projects
summer progresses. “I’ll be working with City staff
• Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) #11 Mascoma
to develop a map to show the construction targets
Street/High Street (2019-2020)
and work-arounds throughout the City.” The goal is
• Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) #12 Terrace
to get the information up on the City’s website by
View apartments/Myra/Ora Avenue (2019-2020)
• Mascoma Street (Benton Hill near Goss Logan
early June so the public can refer to the information.
Insurance) Bridge (2019)
City Engineer Christina Hall emphasizes the

C

Cindy Heath
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Free Activities on
Colburn Park

MONDAY NIGHT CONCERTS
TUESDAYS FITNESS IN THE PARK
WEDNESDAYS STORYTIME
THURSDAYS IN THE PARK
FRONT PORCH CONCERT SERIES
FRIDAY FUNDAY IN THE PARK

LebanonNH.gov/Concerts

Christina Hall (far left) with a group of residents meeting about upcoming construction in
West Lebanon

• Mechanic/Mascoma/High Street Roundabout (2020-2021)
• South Main Street Dry Bridge (2021-2022; two-way traffic to be maintained)
• Route 12A Repaving (2020; mainly night work)
• Drainage improvements Estabrook Circle, West Lebanon (2020-2021)

Energy Efficiency/Bicycle & Pedestrian Safety Projects
• Portable speed tables on Mt. Support Road as a traffic calming measure
(2019)
• Bicycle/pedestrian tunnel project, pictured below (2020-2021)
• Miracle Mile pedestrian crossing Improvements (2020-2021)
• Rooftop and ground mounted solar facilities on various City buildings (2019)
• LED street light conversion (2019-2021)
As one of only 10 communities in New Hampshire to do so, Lebanon
recently adopted a Complete Streets Policy, which insures that streets are
designed to accommodate all users, regardless of age and ability. This includes
pedestrians, bicyclists, people with disabilities, motorists, and transit users. This
progressive policy guides street and road improvements and encourages active
transportation, especially for the roughly 30 percent of any given community
that does not own a car. In general City projects are prioritized with a safety
first approach and considering preventative maintenance as well, and align
with the state’s 10 year transportation management plan.
To support Lebanon’s energy efficiency and active transportation efforts,
consider riding your bike instead of driving your car to work or play – you might
help reduce traffic congestion during construction season. n
Cindy Heath is the former Director of Recreation and Parks in Lebanon and a
community planner specializing in active transportation initiatives.

Lebanon Food Truck Fetiva
Friday, June 21st 5 pm to 9 pm
Saturday, June 22nd 11 am to 3 pm
Location: Colburn Park
Limited tickets on sale at LebanonNH.gov/Register
Funds raised to support park development in Lebanon
and West Lebanon

Lebanon Memorial Pool Special Events

July Farmers' Market
28 Shop for local fresh produce
August Sip and Swim (Ages 21+)
9
Free entry to the pool!
J
u
l
y
2
8
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Department Announcements: News You Can Use
Dana House:
Oldest Building in the City
The past and continued roles of West
Lebanon’s historic neighborhoods as
community assets – June 12th Kilton event
features Dana House & Maple Street
id you know that Seminary Hill in
West Lebanon hosts the oldest
existing building in the City, the
Dana House, and that tree-lined Maple
Street is the backbone of a historic mill and
rail worker neighborhood? These elements
of West Lebanon, both our community’s
settlement history as well as its relatively
recent development character, will be brought to light as part of a special heritage
event on June 12th at the Dana House and Kilton Library (Community Room).
The event is free and all are welcome to join! The schedule is as follows:
• From 4:30-5:30pm: the Lebanon Heritage Commission will host a Tour of
the Dana House interior to see what historical elements remain and to help
inform conversation later in the evening about visions for the building’s
future reuse. Attendees are asked to meet on-site at 3 Elm Street W, in West
Lebanon. The Dana House, built in 1765, is in the process of being restored
for use as an educational facility and meeting place for the community, with
support from studies, funds and volunteer work provided by members of the
Commission as well as the Lebanon Historical Society since the City bought,
rescued and relocated the building in 1987-1988.   
• From 6-7:00pm: Lyssa Papazian, a local Historic Preservation Consultant, will
present a new study, “Maple Street Neighborhood: History and Context”, that
was commissioned by Twin Pines Housing (TPH) in order to document maps
and images, notable architectural styles, transformations of use, and occupant
identities and stories from days of yore. Lyssa also authored the 2016 Citywide
Historic Resources Survey of Lebanon and will encourage participants to
consider potential locations and attributes of new historic districts in West
Lebanon between Crafts Ave, Eastabrook, Maple Street, and Seminary Hill
– the latter which would feature the Dana House as its keystone.
• From 7-8:00pm: Presentation on “Dana House Restoration Plans” by members
of the City’s Heritage Commission, including Chairperson Robert Welsch, and

D

volunteers from the Dana House working
group. Attendees will be engaged with a
display of artifacts from the Dana House
and related eras, a review of key findings
and recommendations from multiple studies
about the Dana House’s past and future, and
summary of restoration priorities from a
draft Action Plan. Since the Dana House is
envisioned as a public resource, the City
wants to learn more about your interests
and looks forward to tapping into
community ideas and feedback through the
discussion and a sampling of participants for
brief interviews.
There will be an intermission with light refreshments between the presentations, sponsored by TPH and the City of Lebanon Heritage Commission. Note
that the Dana House is not currently ADA accessible, so please contact the City
if you have related needs; the Kilton Library Community Room is fully
accessible. Vehicle parking is limited at the Dana House, and attendees are
recommended to park at the old school (SAU88) lot next door, on Elm Street
W, or at Kilton Library (for those who are able to walk between venues). For
more information, visit https://lebanonnh.gov/502/Heritage-Commission or
contact Rebecca Owens, Rebecca.owens@lebanonnh.gov.

From the City Clerk’s Desk
Marriage Licenses:
To apply for a marriage license, both parties must appear in person to
complete the application form. Couples can file in the office of any town or city
clerk in the State of New Hampshire, regardless of residency. Lebanon’s hours
for marriage applications are Monday-Friday between 8:30am–3pm. For more
information on what is needed to obtain a marriage license, visit the City Clerk’s
Department on the City’s web site at www.LebanonNH.gov.
Boat Registrations:
The Lebanon City Clerk’s Office is a boat agent for the state of New
Hampshire. Boats are processed during our regular business hours of Monday
– Friday between 8 am – 4:30 pm. Additional information relative to boat
registrations can also be found on the City Clerk’s page of the City’s web site. n

Citizen’s Academy 2019 Rave Reviews

T

he City of Lebanon’s Citizen’s Academy 2019
consisted of nine weeks of classes/tours.
Nineteen residents participated. According to
the City’s website, the Lebanon Citizen’s Academy
“consists of a series of entertaining, hands-on,
educational short courses, and will provide you with
the knowledge and understanding of how your city
government works for you.”
Videos of all classes are available at www.
lebanonnhgov/1235/2019-Course-Outline.

Comments from this year’s
participants:
• “Pleasantly surprised at the depth of detail of the
program.”
• “I learned a lot about the future of our city and
feel we are in good hands.”

• “Enjoyed meeting with our City’s leaders, getting
to know them as they teach us about City
Government.”
• “Learning about the voting process, and how the
current voting machines work in detail.”
• “Never realized how many activities the
Recreation Department does.”
• “Police demonstrations opened my eyes to what
officers endure on the job.”
• “Learning fire extinguisher training... and putting
out fires.”
• “I will never look at the sidewalks and road snow
plows in the same light as before!”
• “Learning the process/time it takes for a drop of
water to go from the Mascoma River to my tap; all
the testing that is done to assure safe and good
tasting water.” n
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Discover Your New Favorite
Place with Valley Quest
Looking for a new way to get out and enjoy the Upper
Valley this summer?
Check out Valley Quest – more
than 170 community-developed
treasure hunts that celebrate the
natural and cultural history of our
region. Explore, learn, and have
fun while you discover the Upper
Valley anew!
Each year, Vital Communities –
the nonprofit that runs Valley
Quest – highlights a specific aspect
of the region through its annual
Super Quest. This year’s Super Quest celebrates Vital Communities’ 25th
anniversary with the Top 25 Valley Quests – including The Old King’s
Highway Quest in Lebanon. Each one written with care and charm, they
deliver on beautiful locations, fascinating historical stories, and explorations
into the ecology of our region.
Ready to get started?
1. Register your team and download your Super Quest booklet at vitalcommunities.org/superquest
2. Complete five of the Top 25 Quests, all available at vitalcommunities.
org/quests
3. When you find the Quest treasure boxes, print their hand-carved stamps
in your booklet
4. Submit your completed stamp sheet by November 1 to receive your
commemorative patch and enter to win the grand prize! Either:
• Like Vital Communities on Facebook or Instagram, then post a photo
of your stamp sheet and tag @vitalcommunities, or
• Mail or bring your stamp sheet to the Vital Communities office at 195
N. Main Street in White River Junction
Explore the Upper Valley and Celebrate Vital Communities’ 25th
anniversary with these 25 adventures: beautiful places, local lore, and
discovery await!
Top 25 Valley Quests
1.		 Herricks Cove Quest, Rockingham, VT
2.		 The Strafford Watershed Quest, Strafford, VT
3.		 Gile Mountain Quest, Norwich, VT
4.		 The Forest Quest, Woodstock, VT
5.		 Old City Falls Quest, Strafford, VT
6.		 Olcott Falls Quest, Wilder, VT
7.		 Wright’s Mountain Quest, Bradford, VT
8.		 Trees of Hanover Quest, Hanover, NH
9.		 Sally’s Salamander Meander, Hartford, VT
10. Chaffee Sanctuary Quest, Lyme, NH
11. Thetford Center Village Quest West, Thetford, VT
12. Quest for the Kestrel, Windsor, VT
13. 1764 – The Old King’s Highway Quest, Lebanon, NH
14. Crea Natural Communities Quest, Cornish, NH
15. Haverhill Corner Quest, Haverhill, NH
16. The Floodplain Quest, Haverhill, NH
17. The Fort at #4’s Past and Present, Charlestown, NH
18. Monadnock Mills Quest, Claremont, NH
19. Esther Currier Quest, Elkins, NH
20. Cornish Flat Quest, Cornish, NH
21. Pinnacle Hill Quest, Lyme, NH
22. Sargent Hayes Quest, New Lon don, NH
23. The Quest for the Lonesome Pine, Thetford, VT
24. Bill Hill Quest, Thetford, VT
25. The Windsor Architecture Quest, Windsor, VT
Pick one and head off on a new adventure today!
As stewards of the Upper Valley, please leave the land better than you
found it and pack out any trash you find. Happy Questing!
For 25 years, Vital Communities has brought people together to
cultivate the civic, environmental, and economic vitality of the Upper
Valley. Learn more at vitalcommunities.org. n
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American Legion Post 22 Centennial Celebration
Dave Nelson

100 Years of Serving the Lebanon
Community
s we express our gratitude, we must never forget
that the highest appreciation is not to utter words,
but to live by them. – President John F. Kennedy”
That famous quotation carries an emotional
message for all, but it is especially meaningful for
The American Legion and Guyer-Carignan Post 22
whose devoted members have been carrying out that
tradition for 100 years! They have proven that
actions speak louder than words.
Just how significant is this milestone? Post 22 is
entering its Centennial Birthday in 2019. Post 22
is a Centennial Post in District 6,
Department of New Hampshire with
the Charter date of July 15, 1919.
To highlight this big event,
G u y e r- C a r i g n a n
has
established a Centennial
Committee headed up by
Way n e
A l dri ch
to
celebrate 100 years of
service to our veterans, the
community, the State and
Nation. The American
Legion’s legacy rests with the
four pillars by which it
conducts all business: Veterans,
Defense, Youth and Americanism.

A

Chairman Wayne
Aldrich noted the sheer
excitement this event has
created in the community
and is inviting everyone
to take part in this
milestone celebration.
“On October 6, 2019,
the
Centennial
Committee will have a
luncheon at the Post 22
home from noon to 2pm.
Come in and see what
Earl Hewitt, Albert Baker, President Lewis, Department Commander Manson, Dan
the Post is doing to Sowers, Stuart Emerson. The American Legion trophy was presented on May 22, 1929.
celebrate 100 years. It’s
not just the
Post 22 has a rich heritage to honor starting
Legion, this is about the whole Legion with the very beginning 100 years ago. The
Family. There is more history that following record from the archives illustrates how
needs to be found, old photos it all started. “Through the efforts of a few good men:
from years past, newspaper Julian Von Toble, Harry Manson, Charlie Goss,
stories plus many other things. Charles Stevens and a few others, the Post got its
If anyone has old photos, temporary charter issued on July 15, 1919 installing
newspaper articles from past Julian Von Toble as Commander and Harold Hadley
years or anything that is as Adjutant.”
about our Post, please bring
Another historic highlight for Post 22 is related
them in and we will make to the fact that they still maintain possession of the
copies. Whatever you have original Post 22 American flag and that cherished
would be greatly appreciated. relic was used during a victory parade staged in Paris,
Also there are vacant France in 1927. Post 22 has devoted strong efforts to
Committee Chairs and we need cherish the American flag and now offers a box
volunteers to fill them.”
outside their location at 189 Mechanic Street where

GOING THE
DISTANCE
TO FIGHT
CANCER

TM

BIKE, WALK, ROW, GOLF TO FIGHT CANCER.

The biggest charity challenge north of Boston

July 13
Register today at TheProuty.org

Proudly serving every community
in Vermont and the
Greater Upper Valley Region
of New Hampshire
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Wayne Aldrich

Post 22 fully supports the
community members can deposit
Lebanon community and the Upper
tattered and worn flags. Once a
Valley in many facets that often fly
year, Post 22 has an official flag
under the radar. The charitable
disposal ceremony with all flags
contributions list is extensive:
collected. They urge everyone not
David’s House; Operation Military
to throw away old flags but deposit
Kids; Friends of Veterans; Moore
them in the box provided. There is
Mart; CCBA; VNA & Hospice;
no charge.
NH Veterans Home in Tilton, NH;
While Post 22 is celebrating the
Special Olympics; local children
past with this special celebration,
attending
sports
camps,
they are still intently focused on the
tournaments, or class trips; Relay
future and are quick to point out
for Life; Food Pantries; Toys For
with Legionaries, The Auxiliary,
Tots; Care Package to Active Duty
Sons of The American Legion, and
serving overseas; Troop Support
the American Legion Riders, they
and Operation Comfort Warriors.
number 600 strong and growing. A
One of the biggest and most
remarkable feat when you consider Arthur G. Guyer Post No. 22; Lebanon, New Hampshire
traditional events sponsored by Post
that the national trend appears to
22 is the upcoming Memorial Day Parade in
have the number of American Legion Posts fading
Lebanon. To that end, Wayne Aldrich noted that
from existence. Of the 69 original Posts, only some
this year’s parade event will take on special meaning.
41 remain active today. Post 22 has gained the
“We are going all out for this year,” Wayne
reputation as one of the most active and productive
explained. “We will have a float in the parade for
on the list.
the very first time. This is always a special event for
Just how active is Post 22 with all their programs?
us but even more so during the Centennial
They support the very successful Post 22 Legion
Celebration.”
Baseball program that had been revived in 1993
As part of the Memorial Day tribute you will see
and has grown at a record pace under the direction
Post 22 members and volunteers around the Upper
of Pete St. Pierre. In addition they maintain the
Valley offering poppies made from red crepe paper
following: Boys & Girls State (teaching American
to the public. They stress these are not being sold,
Youth about our government); Numerous
but distribute them to honor fallen heroes and
Scholarships, the revision of the Cub Scouts Troop Eric Morrill, Mary Greenwood, Charles Therriault, and
accept contributions. This tradition is based on the
279; flag education; Oratorical Contests; Honor Walt Madore
poem Flanders Field and is handled by the Legion
Guard Services (29 from 2018-19); membership
Auxiliary members with all donations benefiting disabled Veterans. The Poppy
dues for WWII & Korean war Vets; a fuel assistance program for Vets thanks to
became the National Memorial Flower in 1920. n
the fundraising efforts by Lebanon golfing legend Rich Parker.
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Two ‘Good’ Stories
Frank Orlowski

Henry Nachman, Jr., A Prouty Veteran
Over 3,000 participants walk, run, bike or row in
The Prouty each year; one of those is is Lebanon’s
Henry Nachman, Jr. A very few can boast they participated for over 25 years straight in The Prouty. Henry,
who took part in his first Prouty in 1992, is one of
those few. Once a Prouty cyclist, today Henry particHenry Nachman, Jr.
ipates as a walker, challenging the 12k walking course.
has participated in
The Prouty since ‘92.
“Not bad for a 90-year-old,” Henry says.
As is true with so many participants, Henry has a
special connection with the goals of the Prouty, and the work of the NCCC.
“My wife was treated for cancer at the NCCC,” Henry says.
One of the great benefits participants and volunteers experience taking
part in The Prouty is the camaraderie. “Not only are people doing good,”
Henry says, “They have a good time doing it. It is like a big country fair.”
All of the planning, the hard work of the participants and volunteers, and
the strong unity among all, makes for impressive results. Each of the last two
years, The Prouty raised about $3 million for cancer research and support,
with a similar goal targeted for this year
That money raised portends great future advances, says Henry Nachman.
“All the money we raise stays here and is used as seed money for research that
in many instances results in grants for major breakthroughs in the future.”
If you’ve never participated, or supported a Prouty participant, there is
still time. The dates for this year’s Prouty are July 12 and 13.
Frank Orlowski: A Journey for Acceptance
Despite the hardships we face in the journey towards a healthy, productive
life, perseverance, moving ever forward, is the choice that often results in the
most benefits to our well being.
Several years back, I developed a neurological disorder, that has greatly
deteriorated my physical abilities. Despite the condition, I’ve been able, with
the help of others, to live a productive, and yes, enjoyable life. I credit so
many who’ve assisted me to that end, including Jen MacMillen, the publisher
of the Lebanon, Quechee, and the Norwich Times, who, despite my obvious
limitations, entrusts me to help her produce these fine publications.
Others I commend include the health care professionals at DHMC, who
always are kind, supportive, and helpful. And the most important source of
help and support, my wife Mary Ellen.
Having written many short pieces dealing with my ordeal, and journey, I
hope you enjoy the following I’ve chosen to share with you.
On Support
Been thinking a great deal about support lately. What a necessity that is
to anyone desiring a serene, healthy, and complete life. And what an
important gift we can offer to others; support.
For many of us, when we are young, and full of hubris, support is something
we neglect. Often, the self confidence of youth results in the feeling that we
can handle anything on our own. Time, events, and circumstances soon
bring us to reality, however.
Support is a commitment of time; and time is our most valued commodity.
We can replace things that are given, or lost, but we cannot replace time.
Giving of one’s time, in support of someone else, is a true gift from the heart,
and soul.
Support can come from many sources. We may have close friends or

family we can count on for support, but those are no guarantee. We all know
of fair weather friends that quickly disappear when support is needed most.
No, support requires a feeling of connection, of caring. I feel support from
some I haven’t seen in years, or may never have met in person, while others
I may see almost daily are not sources of support. Support does not depend
on physical proximity.
Support may come in many forms, but two I believe are most important
are in the forms of words, and listening. I love how a few words of encouragement, or inspiration, offered in a spirit of sincerity, can bolster the spirit.
In the same way, truly listening to someone in need can offer such a boost,
even when a response is not forthcoming, or necessary.
I truly hope all of you have sources of support when needed. I am
confident, that when the need arises, others will be able to rely on your
supportive nature.
Enjoy the day given to us, and as I’ve heard it said often, be well, and do
good things.
Resiliency
I love the word
resiliency. Not because of
the way it rolls off your
tongue
when
you
pronounce it, but the way
it can impact our lives. So
much in life is resilient.
The earth is resilient; just
look at the way it recovers
from a wildfire, or a
volcano. It may take time,
and the environment will
be different afterwards,
but resilient it is.
Not only does the earth
exhibit resiliency, we do as
Frank enjoying the beach in Florida this winter
well. Though our physical
body may prove resilient at times, I’m really talking in terms of our spirit.
Who among us has not encountered a difficulty that set us back spiritually?
It may have resulted from a serious injury or sickness, a death, or a great,
unexpected challenge to our emotional self; a major betrayal, for instance.
Yet in the face of any of these circumstances, we go on. Possibly wiser,
possibly weaker physically or emotionally, but we continue onward.
Having resiliency of spirit does not mean we return to our former selves,
before a traumatic experience. It means that we weather the particular
storm, and take off in the direction our life leads us. That may be a direction
we never considered before. We carry the scars, physical or emotional, with
us, but still we continue.
What is it about the spirit that allows us to be resilient, in the face of
tragedy? For me, it is faith. Faith in life, faith in the Creator, which leads to
faith in myself. Others may find determination, or the support of those
around them results in their resiliency. Still, even for those, I believe faith
acts as the basis for resilience.
In my case, short of a miracle, I know my body will not recover to its
former self; it is not resilient. But my spirit continues to strengthen. To be
resilient to the point of exceeding its former level, and for that, I am truly
grateful. May it be so for all of you as well. n
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P EO P L E A N D P E TS

Derek Corbin; LaCroy Lane, Lebanon
Kayla: 4-year-old English Black Lab
She’s a water dog and loves to swim!

Wayne Stone; East Main Street, Lebanon
Peanut: 4-year-old Applewood Chihuahua
Peanut weighs only a mere 4 pounds!

Jessica and Max; Foothill St, Lebanon
Max is 4 years old...
And very unamused

Rick Sam; Bridge Street, Lebanon
Kisho: 11-year-old English Black Lab
Looks great at 11 years old!

ORGANIC TICK &
MOSQUITO CONTROL
SAFE FOR YOUR
PETS
FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT

(603) 838-PURE . PURESOLUTIONS.COM/UV

Matthew Smith, APRN • Lisa Buck-Rogers, PA-C
Karen Loring, MD

Our services include:
Laboratory Tests
Allergy Injections
Drug Screening
DOT physicals
Excisions of Simple Skin Lesions
Suturing of Simple Lacerations
Lung Function Testing
Electrocardiogram
Nutritional Counseling
Splinting of Simple Fractures
Audiometric Testing
Vision Screening

Family Health Center

252 MECHANIC STREET, LEBANON

603-448-1941

WE ARE WELCOMING NEW PATIENTS
We offer comprehensive and continuing
health care for the whole family
––––––––––––––––––––––
Provider on-call 24/7
Walk-in hours 8:00-8:30am M-F
Office Hours M-F8am-4:30pm
Appointments M-F 9am-4pm
––––––––––––––––––––––
Located at the junction of Rt 4 and I-89
We have access to Dartmouth Hitchcock
and Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital
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THESE TIMES

I

Donnie Perkins

must be getting old. In the past I
would march right into summer
without blinking an eye, not
noticing the little nuances that come
with my grand seasonal entrances. I
couldn’t tell you when the first day of
summer was, nor did I care. It was
much the same as the other seasons,
too. I grinned and bore winter,
noticed the snow was melting come
spring and – unlike today – entered
summer with barely a notice.
Unlike now. When we said
goodbye to spring, I felt another
milestone deep down inside, just like I
did when winter ended, and no doubt
like I will when summer ends in a few
months. Summer, for me – and I like
to think most kids – is lolling around
the beach with no particular place to

go. Or since we were lucky enough to
grow up around Lebanon, it was True’s
Brook that we shared our days with.
There was baseball to be played and
maybe some fishing, but laying in the
sun on the rocks up there on True’s
Brook Road is now looking like a story
to share with grandchildren. I’m
wondering how many grandparents
and great grandparents have stories
they could tell about spending their
summers doing the same things at the
same places that we did when we were
young. Kind of creepy in a sentimental
way, don’t you think?
So, summer comes and I welcome
it more so than I used to. I’ll listen to
baseball games on the radio and drive
down Route 12-A where I used to
play baseball games in the field where
K-Mart now stands, with all my West
Leb friends who lived in houses that
no longer stand. I stand on a sidewalk
and feel a summer breeze that eerily
feels like the same summer breeze
that blew when I was a teenager. “Is
there something to this?” I ask myself.
That is what I must mean when I say
I must be getting old. Smelling-thecoffee type stuff.
I gotta go now. I have a summer to
appreciate! n
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I NS PI R E

YOUR

SPACE

Where Color comes to Life.

Leah Mayes (and dad, Ben)
Steve’s Pet Shoppe
Hanover Street

Tyler McGee
Right Space Storage
Riverside Drive

What’s your favorite hangout spot
in Lebanon?
The airport, to eat food and watch
planes fly out!

What’s your favorite hangout spot
in Lebanon?
The Rail Trail

Fictional place you’d like to visit?
Hogwarts
What skill would you like to master?
Field hockey
First question after waking up from
a 100-year sleep?
Is any of my family still alive?
What’s your ideal way to spend a
weekend in Lebanon?
Hanging out with friends
If you could only eat at one
restaurant for the rest of your life,
which would you choose?
Lui Lui
What’s the best way to start the
day?
Playing with my three cats and dog
What are you most looking forward
to this summer?
All the local swimming holes
What charity or local organization
do you donate your time or other
resources to regularly?
The Upper Valley Humane Society
What weird food combinations do
you enjoy?
I dip chips in cream cheese
What would a world populated by
clones of you be like?
Really friendly
What was cool when you were
younger but isn’t cool now?
Webkinz
What is your favorite movie from
childhood?
The Little Mermaid

IN-STOCK WALLCOVERING • SPECIAL ORDER WALLPAPERS
CUSTOM BLINDS, SHADES & DRAPERIES • SPECIAL ORDER FABRICS
& MUCH MORE
5 1 M A I N S T, W E S T L E B A N O N , N H 0 3 7 8 4
T E L 6 0 3 2 9 8 8 5 9 6 • FA X 6 0 3 2 9 8 5 6 8 4
W W W.LE BANO NPA INT.COM

What skill would you like to master?
Jet-skiing as a sport
First question after waking up from
a 100-year sleep?
What time is it?
What’s your ideal way to spend a
weekend in Lebanon?
Most likely outdoors or jet-skiing on
a nearby lake
If you could only eat at one
restaurant for the rest of your life,
which would you choose?
Margaritas
What’s the best way to start the
day?
Eating a homemade breakfast
What are you most looking forward
to this summer?
Camping and road trips!
What charity or local organization
do you donate your time or other
resources to regularly?
Live and Let Live Farm
What weird food combinations do
you enjoy?
Ranch on tacos
What’s a favorite recent book
you’ve read?
Dogman by Dave Pilkey
What would a world populated by
clones of you be like?
Sociable and outgoing
What is your favorite movie from
childhood?
Matilda
What is your motto in life?
Always live your life to the fullest

If I gave you $1,000, what would
you spend it on?
I would go to Australia.

If I gave you $1,000, what would
you spend it on?
A new four wheeler

If you could save or protect one
animal, plant or part of our Earth,
which would it be?
Marine life and the oceans!

If you could save or protect one
animal, plant or part of our Earth,
which would it be?
The water!

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

For a
Beautiful
Lawn...
A Place to
Relax.
Complete Liquid
Fertilization Program
Including Weed-Insect Control
Liming - Core Aeration
ORGANIC Fertilizer Program

Call (802) 773-7833
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NEW AMERICANS – continued from page 1

So how did Carline, a native Haitian, and her
family land in Lebanon, bringing with them the
spicy flavors of the Caribbean? As Carline explains
with a laugh, “It’s a long story!”

Carline (left) and her mother Clotilde at Carline’s shop

On a recent sunny morning, Carline and the new
owner of the Hirsch’s building, Sam Altaf, explained
their respective journeys. Carline met her first
husband, New Hampshire native John Roberge, in
Haiti while he was doing missionary work. Carline
was in nursing school when the couple decided to
relocate to New England, and she eventually
continued her studies at River Valley Community
College in Claremont, graduating in 1997. For a
time, Carline worked at Alice Peck Day Hospital
before pursuing her dream of having her own food

The Lebanon Times

establishment. John has a background in social work fluent in English as well. When Carline and John
and is employed at Headrest in Lebanon, while lived in Maine, they arranged for the local hospital
Balvin and Carline’s brother work locally as well.
to ship needed supplies to a clinic in Haiti. Carline
Carline learned to prepare Haitian dishes from and her son take trips to Haiti so he will learn about
her parents and Jamaican cuisine from her husband his Haitian heritage, and become involved in the
Balvin, so when the couple moved to
West Lebanon, she began vending at
the Lebanon Farmers’ Market. From
the start, it was a family affair, with
Carline’s parents and her brother
pitching in to help. The Farmers’
Market fare became so popular that
customers encouraged Carline to open
a shop, and Karibbean Coffee Shop
was launched to good reviews. I
recently enjoyed some jerk chicken
and pork griot over rice – highly
recommend!
Carline considers her family and
friends her top priorities in life, along
with providing support for organi- Some of the Jamaican and Haitian art and crafts sold in Carline’s shop
zations in her native Haiti. For
example, proceeds from the sale of artworks and Haitian educational system, experiencing both
crafts in Karibbean Coffee Shop support tuition American and Haitian schools.
payments for Haitian school children, and for
Culturally, Carline has taken the approach of
purchasing much needed supplies for the general learning to adapt to the practices and customs of her
hospital in Haiti. Carline regularly hosts her adopted home. She coaches her children, “This is
children’s friends, serving up whatever food fits the who you are, be proud of who you are, and learn
bill for the day. “My door is always open for friends about where you live.” She recounts a story of
and family to visit and share a meal. No walking down a street in the Upper Valley, and being
appointment needed!”
greeted by two men who exclaimed, “Excuse us Miss,
Speaking Haitian Creole, the dominant language but who are you? We never see any black people
of Haiti, with her relatives keeps her in practice as here!” One of the men, Balvin, would go on to
she travels back and forth to Haiti, and Carline is become Carline’s husband.

Beat the Rush!
Save on backyard solar during
the last year of the full 30%
federal tax credit.

solaflect.com

Schedule a free assessment
(802) 649-3700
info@solaflect.com
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When she and John parted ways, it was important for them to continue
co-parenting their children, and maintain a positive and supportive relationship
with each other. As Carline notes, “Why put the children and ourselves through
such stress? It’s better to be good friends.”
How does a native Haitian like the New Hampshire winters? Carline and her
family enjoy sledding with relatives in northern New Hampshire and she has
fallen in love with the clam chowder at the Littleton Diner. Yes, it’s considerably
colder than Haiti, but Carline says, “I’m happy, so that’s OK.”
One of Carline’s longtime friends is Sam Altaf, who recently bought the
Hirsch’s building. Sam was born in Pakistan and earned a degree in textile
engineering in England. After graduating, he was hired by a Canadian woolen
mill company to manage a new mill, and was then transferred to Maine to
continue operating textile mills throughout the ‘70s and ‘80s, eventually landing
in Swanzey at Homestead Woolen Mills. At the height of its operation in the
‘60s, the Homestead employed 350 people.
When the the U.S. textile industry began its decline in the late ‘80s (news
reports suggest American companies struggling to compete with China, India,
and Pakistan left the U.S. and moved overseas), Sam decided to move to the
Upper Valley. Once in town, he founded Carpet King, citing the Upper Valley
as a “...vibrant center of commerce, and close to Dartmouth College.” Sam
began selling machine loomed carpets from companies in Dalton, Georgia,
which now comprise many of the world’s leading carpet manufacturers.
Sam considers owning the Hirsch’s building to be an enjoyable retirement
activity. He intends to make improvements to the building to attract additional
renters, and Ed Hirsch stops in from time to time to advise both Carline and
Sam on how to develop a thriving Upper Valley business.
For her part, Carline is ready to receive customers who yearn for a taste of the
Caribbean, and has plans to evolve Karibbean Coffee Shop to a sit down
restaurant after making the necessary improvements to pass NH state health
regulations, which she says is no small feat. Supported by her family and friends,
and served by her commitment to supporting Haitian humanitarian causes and
persistent personality, Karibbean Coffee Shop is bound to succeed.
Cindy Heath founded the Lebanon Farmers’ Market while serving as the
Director of Parks & Recreation in Lebanon. n

Upper Valley
Haven
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The need in our
community is great.
Join us in making a difference for more
than 14,000 people each year in the
Upper Valley who are facing poverty
and homelessness.
Food Shelf
Adult, Family & Seasonal Shelters
Education
Service Coordination
Children’s Program
Volunteer Services

713 Hartford Avenue • White River Junction, VT 05001
(802) 295-6500 • uppervalleyhaven.org

Visit your new home today...
You’ll love what you see!
• Spacious 2 Bedroom 2 Bathroom Homes
• Heat included in monthly rent!
• Air conditioning
• In-home, full size washer/dryer
• Oversized Closets
• Convenient to I-89 & Route 120
• Walk to historic downtown Lebanon
• Heated garage
• Patio/grill area

21 Spencer Street
Lebanon, NH 03766
603-217-2519
EmersonPlaceApts.com
Professionally managed by DOLBEN.
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REAL-PEOPLE SUCCESS STORIES
Former Addicts Share What It’s
Like To Get Clean
y Success Since Entering
GROUPS
“Since coming here, I have
completed the steps to get my license
back, found a stable job, and have been
working my way up the ladder of success.
I have been able to pay my car payments
and insurance on time every month.
I am still working on budgeting money
and having enough to pay all the bills
every month, but who doesn’t worry about
that stuff? My life is like a roller coaster; a
lot more downs than ups, but I’m trying to
make that change.
I’m realizing that it doesn’t take
months, but years. So I need to be patient
and remember that time will heal all.
Plus, it can only get better from here, not
worse. I won’t let it. I make rational
decisions and can think much more
clearly when being sober. Being on
suboxone was a real life changer. I thank
a higher power and this program for that
every day.”
*****
“I have been here for about a year now.
Since then, my life has changed a lot. I
don’t wake up looking for drugs every day.
I’m not trying to get high off the street.
I’m not spending money on drugs every
day now and I can actually save. I am on
a steady dose that works for me. A year
ago, when I started this program, I was
buying everything off the street, using half
my check or more.
Now, I also have a lot clearer mindset.
I don’t have to suffer waking up sick every
day. I don’t have to associate with the
people I used to while I was using. I can
actually save money for stuff that I want
now because I don’t have to spend all my
money just trying to get high. I’ve also not
only been able to set goals, but also
actually achieve them. I get up and go to
work everyday and it feels so good.
Throughout the day, I no longer have to
suffer through cravings for other drugs and
withdrawals. Now, when or if I have
cravings, I can manage to get through
them without having to use again.”
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DISCOVER THE
POSSIBILITIES
with your replacement windows and doors.
Bring in your inspiration and let us help.

PowerHouse Mall, 8 Glen Road • West Lebanon, NH
(603) 298-5555 • Locally Owned & Operated
www.wdbrownell.com

CURTAIN CALL
UVMC News
he Upper Valley Music Center welcomes new faculty
member Emma McAlister, who will join the Suzuki
program violin teaching lessons and group classes
beginning in fall 2019. McAlister is moving to the Upper
Valley from Wisconsin, where she earned a Bachelor of
Music Performance from the University of Wisconsin
Whitewater and a Masters in Music Education with an
emphasis in Suzuki Talent Education from the University of
Wisconsin Stevens Point.
UVMC’s Suzuki program teaches cello, flute, viola and
violin for children ages 3 and up.
Lebanon Opera House
It’s summer in the Upper Valley and for 47 years that’s
meant your friends and neighbors putting on a full scale
musical production through North Country Community
Theatre (NCCT).
This summer is no different with NCCT bringing Big
Fish to the Lebanon Opera House on July 12, 13, 14, 18, 19,
and 20. Big Fish, based on the Tim Burton movie, Big Fish is
a heartfelt, powerful, and truly magical musical about
fathers, sons, and the stories we use to define our identities.
With spine-tinglingly beautiful music and lyrics by Andrew
Lippa, and a funny, heartwarming book by John August, Big
Fish is a magnificent big fish’ of a tale, itself – spectacular,
whimsical, and overflowing with love. Tickets available at
LebanonOperaHouse.org. Find more information about
NCCT at www.NCCT.org.
Revels North
Extra, extra, read all about it! The iconic Revels North
has arrived to Lebanon and you are invited. While Revels is
settling into their new location at the Lebanon Opera
House, please join us in a fun, family-friendly performance
at The Artistree in Pomfret on June 21 and The Green in
Norwich on June 22 to kick off the summer season!
Opera North
Opera North is pleased to announce Summerfest 2019,
with expanded programming at Blow-Me-Down Farm. In
addition to its popular venue at Lebanon Opera House,
Opera North plans two productions at Blow-Me-Down Farm
in Cornish, the venue under development in partnership
with the National Park Service and Saint-Gardens National
Historic Site to create a home for Opera North and a
national park for the arts. See our ad on page 7.
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103 Hanover Street
Lebnon, NH
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making the world a
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Opera North:
-Me-Down Farm
Last summer’s work at Blow
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2019 Winner bestplacestoworkvt.com

T HE A RTS IN TH E VA L L E Y

603.448.1642 • info@uvmusic.org
8 South Park Street, Lebanon, NH
www.uvmusic.org

Register Now
for Fall!

Group classes & ensembles
for all ages and experience levels

Individual lessons

Fiddle, percussion, piano, guitar, voice,
recorder, saxophone & more

Music Together®

Singing, dancing and playing for ages 0-5

Suzuki program

for violin, viola, cello, and flute, ages 3+

603.448.0400

LEBANONOPERAHOUSE.ORG
@LEBOPERAHOUSE
LEBANONOPERAHOUSE
@LEBANONOPERAHOUSE

SUNDAY, JUNE 23 • 7:30 PM

WHOSE LIVE ANYWAY?
Improv comedy with the cast of TV’s
Whose Line is it Anyway?

COMING SOON
DAVID CROSBY

THU
6/13 Iconic singer/songwriter

JONNY LANG

SUN
9/15 Electrifying blues

